Regional Seminar
Neuroanaesthesia and critical care - an update for all

Tuesday 13 November 2018
Location: Novotel Birmingham Centre, 70 Broad Street, Birmingham, B1 2HT
Organisers: Dr Judith Dinsmore, London & Dr Craig Carroll, Salford

09:00  Registration
09:50  Plan for the day - learning objectives and how to give feedback
      Dr Craig Carroll, Salford
10:00  Interventional therapies for stroke  Domain 1: Knowledge, skills & performance,
      3A15
      Dr Rohit Mittal, Stoke-On-Trent
10:30  Delegates will rotate between 3 stations, in half an hour slots:

1.  What’s new in traumatic brain injury management?  Domain 1: Knowledge, skills & performance,
    2F01
    Dr Thea de Beer, Nottingham

2.  Devastating brain injury management guidelines  Domain 3: Communication, partnership & teamwork,
    Domain 4: Maintaining trust, 2C06
    Dr Elfyn Thomas, Plymouth

3.  Processed EEG and the anaesthetist  Domain 1: Knowledge, skills & performance, 1E06
    Dr John Andrzejowski, Sheffield

11:05  Tea & coffee
11:30  Workshop rotations continue
12:00  Workshop rotations continue
12:30  CPR and resuscitation in the non supine patient  Domain 1: Knowledge, skills & performance,
      1B04
      Dr Jasmeet Soar, Bristol
13:00  Lunch
13:45  Resilience and fatigue management  Domain 2: Safety & quality & Domain 3:
      Communication, partnership & teamwork, 1103
      Dr Kathleen Ferguson, Aberdeen
14:15  The prone position (delegates will divide into 3 groups)  Domain 1: Knowledge,
      skills & performance, Domain 2: Safety & quality & Domain 3: Communication,
      partnership & teamwork
      Drs Adam Low, Ruth Francis and Dan Bailey, Birmingham
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14:45 Tea & coffee

15:00 Concussion Domain 1: Knowledge, skills & performance, 3F00
Prof Antonio Belli, Birmingham

15:30 The spinal cord and anaesthesia Domain 1: Knowledge, skills & performance, 2F02
Dr Argyro Zoumprouli, London

16:00 Reflection and close
Dr Craig Carroll, Salford